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Outline

➢ State of the art

➢ ATLAS LAr calorimeters

➢ Future readout electrode and electronics

➢ X-talk and noise

➢ Connector-less feedthroughs

➢ Light-weight cryostat

➢ Software and performance studies

If interested in more details and discussion, please
contact me at: brieuc.francois@cern.ch 

mailto:brieuc.francois@cern.ch
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FCC-ee

➢ From the 2020 Update of the European Particle
Physics Strategy

➢ “Higgs factory as the highest-priority next collider and
investigation of the technical and financial feasibility of
a future hadron collider at CERN”

➢ FCC-ee: 91 km circumference electron-positron collider
operating at different center-of-mass energies and providing
unprecedented integrated luminosity

➢ Geneva area

➢ Start of operation a few years after HL-LHC 

➢ Outstanding detector requirements

➢ Systematic uncertainties should be taken down to the
level of the extremely small statistical uncertainty

➢ Measure particles with energy down to 300 MeV

➢ Excellent EM and jet energy resolution  
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Noble Liquid Calorimetry

➢ Noble Liquid Calorimetry is a well proven technology

➢ Successful operation in D0, H1, NA48/62, ATLAS, … 

➢ Baseline scenario for FCC-hh ECAL + Hadronic
Endcap/Forward and LHeC ECAL

➢ Radiation hardness, … 

➢ Why is it also a very interesting option for FCC-ee?

➢ Good energy/timing resolution

➢ Long term stability, linear response, uniformity

➢ High control over systematics!

➢ Important R&D directions for FCC-ee

➢ Optimization for particle flow reconstruction on
top of conventional calorimetry

➢ Higher granularity: challenging signal extraction, cross-talk mitigation
➢ Noise reduction: readout electrode optimization, detailed Front End studies

➢ Minimization of radiation length before sensitive area: light-weight cryostat
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0608012

State of the Art

➢ ATLAS LAr sampling calorimeter: lead absorbers,
LAr active gaps, Kapton electrodes with accordion geometry,
everything inside a cryostat bath

➢ Met the designed energy resolution

➢ Linearity: energy scale variation
within ~10-3 over large E

T
 range

➢ Energy response stable at ~10-4 level
over a year

➢ Limited Particle flow performances 2007.02645

1407.5063

https://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0608012v1
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2007.02645.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1407.5063
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Readout Electrode Design

➢ ATLAS granularity limited by the trace density

➢ Only one signal layer → traces routed via the edge of the cells

➢ Multi-layer PCB electrodes → traces can be routed on a
different layer, running beneath other cells

➢ FCC-ee design: 12 longitudinal
compartments 

➢ Capacitive coupling between signal trace
and other cells signal pads → X-talk has
to be studied carefully 

ATLAS

HV

Signal Pad

Signal Trace

Via

Scale 10:1
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Cross-talk Estimation

➢ Implementation of a full readout electrode 'theta tower' in FEM tools

➢ Ansys HFSS 3D layout → Scattering parameters → equivalent circuit
→ Ansys circuit for signal studies

➢ Capacitive X-talk derived for different ground shield scenarios

➢ 0 shield: 12%, 1 shield: 6%, 2 shields: 2% X-talk
➢ Cross-checked with a purely analytical x-talk derivation showing

reasonable agreement (slightly lower values)

1

2 3 4 5

6

7Injected signal
Triangular 21 nA
peak 

X-talk signals
without shields

Output signals

Main signal (cell 7)
19.5 nA peak

Ground shield

Ground shield

Preliminary

Peak to peak current, real values
including shaper should be below
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➢ The shields increase cell capacitance to ground → noise has to be evaluated precisely

➢ Previous noise estimate obtained by scaling ATLAS values to our capacitances

➢ New prescription based on a complete readout chain analytical implementation (pre-
amplifier and shaper, w/ or w/o transmission line)

➢ Many handles to reduce the noise
➢ No 'pile-up noise' at FCC-ee → longer shaping time can be envisaged (200 ns here)
➢ TL impedance, 'warm' or 'cold' electronics, cell merging scenario, number and

width of ground shields, signal extraction scheme, … 
➢ MIP signal over noise > 5, per cell, can be achieved!

2 ground shields
1 readout cell = 2 physical cells

Noise estimation

Charge preamp
e

n
 = 0.5 nV/√Hz

i
n 
= 1 pA/√Hz

Shaping time = 200 ns

Noise vs detector capacitance

1.5 MeV

MIP energy deposit per layer
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High Density Feedthroughs

➢ Factor 10-15 more granular than ATLAS → more channels to extract from the cryostat (ECAL barrel ~2 M)

➢ If the electronics sits outside of the cryostat (warm electronics), one needs high density feedthroughs

➢ R&D ongoing (CERN) for innovative connector-
less feedthroughs

➢ High density flange
➢ Higher area dedicated to signal extraction
➢ 20 000 wires per feedthrough
➢ Reduced size samples development

➢ Testing different 3D-printed epoxy resins
as structures with slits allowing the
passage of cables – glued to the flange

➢ Leak and pressure (3.5 bar) tests at 300
and 77 K

➢ Already identified a solution surviving several
thermal cycles (G10 structure with slits + indium
seal + Epo-Tek glued Kapton strip cables)

➢ Working now on a
full flange design

Conceptual high-density flange

DAQ

LN2 LN2GHe

Experimental
setup

Pumping system
and leak detector
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Warm or Cold Electronics?

➢ Advantages of placing the front-end inside the cryostat (cold
electronics, choice for Dune experiment)

➢ Lower noise: electronics at lower temperature, PA directly connected
to the sensor wire (no cable), longer shaping time envisaged

➢ Can easily achieve MIP S/N > 5 per cell

➢ Eases the feedthrough design (possibility to use optical fibers)

➢ Drawbacks/technical challenges
➢ Difficult maintenance or upgrade (cryostat opening) → robust

electronics + redundancy
➢ Minimize heat dissipation inside Noble Liquid (low power electronics)

➢ Avoid bubbles (electrical breakdown, local change of sampling
fraction) 

➢ Cold electronics is a very interesting option for FCC-ee
➢ Lower radiation + shorter operation time compared to hadron colliders

→ maintainability and upgradeability less critical
➢ Lower electronic noise → ability to detect very low energy particles

➢ Both options are being considered and studied for now

ProtoDUNE

ATLAS Hadronic End Cap

ATLAS ECAL
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Lightweight cryostat

➢ FCC-ee physics program requires to detect very low energy particles (300 MeV) →
one has to minimize dead material budget before sensitive areas

➢ Ongoing CERN R&D on low mass cryostat
➢ Solid (plain) shell or honeycomb sandwich
➢ Aluminum or Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP)

➢ Small scale CFRP prototype produced and validated (leak-tight at 112 K)!
➢ Now working on manufacturing process for larger scale production 
➢ Even more to gain w.r.t. material budget

➢ Same cryostat for the Calo and the Magnet (as in ATLAS)

➢ Thin superconducting solenoid

CFRP: Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer
OWC: Outer Warm Cylinder
ICC: Inner Cold Cylinder
Al: Aluminum

ATLASBaselinePromising R&D Prototype
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Full Sim & Performance (I)

➢ The FCC-ee ECAL barrel geometry has been implemented
in FCCSW (DD4hep)

➢ 12 longitudinal layers
➢ Conservative benchmark: 1536 phi cells (2x1.2 mm LAr + 2

mm Pb/Steel + 1.2 mm PCB), inclined plate (50o), Aluminum
cryostat,  40 cm depth sensitive area, 22 X

0
 in total

➢ Typical readout cell size: θ x Φ x r ~ 2 (0.5 strip) x 1.8 x 3 cm3

➢ Everything was ported to Key4HEP (reconstruction,
clustering algorithms, dead material corrections, …)

➢ First Full Sim performance results produced within this
framework
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Full Sim & Performance (II)

➢ Performance studied for different absorber/Noble
Liquid scenarios with, in most cases:

➢ Absorber/sensitive thicknesses kept untouched

➢ Calo length adapted to have ~ 22 X
0
 in each scenario

➢ τ polarization measurements (sin2(θ
W

) and lepton
universality)

➢ Precision measurements need τ final state categorization

➢ Studied in a simplified geometry (concentric cylinders) – no strip layer (pessimistic)

➢ LAr + Pb (R
M

=4.1 cm), cell size 2 x 2 x 4 cm3 

➢ e+ e- → Z → τ+ τ-, one τ forced into μ channel

➢ Categorization based on π0  counting

➢ γ/π0 separation from simple cluster
shape variables

➢ LKr + W scenario (R
M

=2.7 cm) shows better performance on π0 ID
➢ Machine learning approach + inclusion of strip layer will further improve these results

No downstream
energy correction
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Summary

➢ Noble Liquid Calorimetry is a key technology for future facilities

➢ It is presently being ported to high granularity to enhance its Particle Flow
Performance

➢ PCB design studies show X-talk values ~< 2%
➢ MIP S/N of 5 per cell achievable
➢ Provided proof of concept for connector-less high channel density feedthroughs

➢ FCC-ee geometry implemented in FCCSW and ported to Key4Hep

➢ First Full Sim performance studies delivered

➢ Working on a full detector concept

➢ Promising R&D

➢ Light-weight cryostat

➢ Thin magnets

➢ Outlook
➢ First PCB prototype production is ongoing

➢ Full detector concept is under development and will be implemented in FCCSW
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